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Michał Polański 

 

Relations between economics and psychology from Gary Becker’s 

perspective1. 

 

 

In the economic thought history reservoir of ideas and concepts there are plenty of attempts to 

combine typical research fields for economics and psychology – so far regarded separately. 

One of the most characteristic approach was that of Gary Becker. It was a mirrored economic 

attempt to face apparently the same challenge faced by the representatives and proponents of 

contemporary psychology who research the behaviour of individuals in the economic context. 

 

Fundamental branches of psychology such as cognitive psychology, psychology of decision-

making or psychology of risky behaviour have been adjusted to analyses located on the 

junction of economics and psychology. Those approaches and branches have been delimited 

with regard not to the aspect of human functioning but the context of this process. It manifest 

itself in the existence of such psychology branches as market psychology, psychology of 

consumer behaviour, investment psychology or financial psychology. 

 

In the mainstream economic science the similar approach to those of psychology was 

proposed by Gary Becker who deconstructed classical point of view on the possible field for 

marginal analysis. It was not only the discussion on economic theory general assumptions or 

deeper consequences of taking them into account but also the attempt to expand the former 

economic field to new areas – traditionally reserved to demographical, psychological, 

sociological or political science perspective. 

 

It is worth of summarising what constitutes the general characteristics of psychological and 

economic approach. This of psychologists, from economic perspective, could be came down 

to this what poses subject of economic theory assumptions. In reality, psychology 

concentrates on the whole spectrum of possible human behaviour and creates the catalogue of 

all that  from this point of view poses the expected and assumed source or reason for such 

                                                 
1 Polish version of this article was published in “Kwartalnik Nauk o Przedsiębiorstwie” (3/3013). M. Polański, 
Interakcje ekonomii i psychologii w świetle koncepcji Gary’ego Beckera, „Kwartalnik Nauk o 
Przedsiębiorstwie”, 2013/3, s. 24-31. 
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behaviour from empirical perspective. Such catalogue constitute cognitive and motivational 

processes, emotions, preferences, expectations, habits or more complex features that creates 

personality. 

 

On the other hand the economist is forced to make many specific assumptions so taking some 

ideas seriously. Those assumptions and ideas are the basis for inference with many distant 

conclusions. Those elements create whole system of observations (facts) and their 

interpretations (ideas) bound with logical and causal relations. This means that economists 

have to be subject to some ideologies which he or she intentionally or not accept. This implies 

that there is some inertia in making assumptions and forming beliefs which in case of Gary 

Becker’s approach resulted in daring expansion to the fields of so far distant to economics 

research areas. If those efforts would be discerned by psychologists (sometimes reluctant to 

economic – realistic-pragmatic2 but abstract perspective), it could be for psychology inspiring. 

But unfortunately apparently less abstract and more empirical psychological approach is so 

dominating way of thinking and formulating scientific problems and solutions for them that 

psychologists may be more ignorant than they think3. The abstract perspective like Gary 

Becker’s approach so conflicted with the way of thinking of representatives of empirical 

sciences like psychologists can be for them particularly difficult and too abstract. 

 

Psychologists have also their assumptions and limitations. Among their certainties and axioms 

– the most strongly believed are philosophical assumptions like empiricism, rationalism4, 

pragmatism and psychologism. On the other hand, there is economic perspective, where 

assumptions are made on the higher level of aggregation. On confrontation of philosophical 

origins of psychology and economics one can say that if the mother for psychology was 

strictly philosophy, for economics only some branch of philosophy – moral or ethical science 

– Theory of Moral Sentiments of Adam Smith is the best exemplification of this fact. Among 

                                                 
2 Jan Winiecki wrote the article about the collision of realistic-prgamatic and idealistic-moralistic perspective. 
See: J. Winiecki, Odwieczne zderzenie wyobrażeń o tym, jak funkcjonuje świat. Kontrast wizji i proponowanych 
instytucji [Immemorial collision of notions of how the social world is functioning. The contrast of visions and 
institutions proposed], „Ruch prawniczy, ekonomiczny i socjologiczny”, Rok LXXII, zeszyt 3, 2010. 
3 This is a bit specific for empirical sciences – some reluctance to the philosophy of science and abstract 
reflection. Sometimes psychologists who research cognitive and affective processes tend to be subject to 
illusions that they can understand and assess everything that human mind can achieve – what is deeply ignorant 
and egocentric way of thinking. If this could be only ignorance and has no political intentions and sense – like 
eradication of general reflection and substituting it with advanced reductionism it would be the best example 
how scientific method like empiricism drain the  reflective and logical mind substituting its ordered content with 
series of useless and not less doubtful than subjective reflection empirical facts. 
4 In the contemporary psychology rationalism plays minor, secondary role as the philosophical frame used to 
assessment of what can be recognized as justified and scientific. 
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psychologists – maybe more sensitive to complexity and spontaneity of human behaviour, the 

ordered and systemic perspective of economics – that stems from the branch of philosophy 

concerned about evaluative judgements of individuals – can raise more doubts and for some 

more ignorant psychologist and thereby imitating and reflecting thinking and attitudes of 

other psychological science representatives induce stereotypical and defensive reactions. 

 

This specific junction of research fields of both disciplines concerned can be visualised as 

collision of horizontal and vertical approach to building empirical basis and inference. This 

means the confrontation of curiosity and mind openness characteristic for psychologists with 

specific for economists conservatism and sometimes unintentional ideology and stereotypes. 

It is hard to decide and assess which approach is more correct and justified. 

 

On the one hand, psychologists face many limitations trying systematize their thinking about 

social factors conditioning behaviour of individuals and considering ethical consequences of 

human choices and acts. On the other hand, economists are too categorical taking into account 

their assumptions and are rigorous when evaluating human behaviour. The sources of these 

discrepancies can be found in this what constitutes goal of those sciences. Psychology 

concentrates on understanding and explaining human behaviour what gives start point for 

evaluative judgements – derived from individual and subjective perspective. Economics tries 

to explain whole managing communities what in practice lead to formulating of 

recommendations concerning  entities on different level of aggregation, thereby individual 

perspective is subject to be marginalized. 

 

Observation of some interdisciplinary approaches unveils pathologies concerned with 

aspirations of both disciplines trying to extend traditionally formed boundaries of research 

fields being a domain for the one specific discipline. These pathologies can be caused  by 

weak research preparation, low awareness or misunderstanding of problems located on 

junction of these areas or in research fields being a domain for representatives of other 

disciplines but being only a subject for assumptions or being an element of general or popular 

knowledge for researchers that unprofessionally realize its research interests – in domain not 

being underpinned with sufficient academic preparation. 

 

For example, social psychologists, not being particularly aware of norms and value systems 

ruling in the society and being motivated with the desire for profit can train many 
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representatives of different professions having in this society different status, entitlements, 

obligations or goals. For example, a manager more competent with using techniques of social 

influence, can build his or her own position exceeding wide accepted boundaries limiting 

achievement of individual benefit. It can be an incentive for other managers encouraging them 

to similar behaviour because of several social mechanisms that leads to that situation – (1) 

significant role of reference group in shaping attitudes of further managers, who identify 

themselves with this group, (2) social learning and knowledge acquiring in such environment 

and (3) shaping so called descriptive norms – so that which can induce individual to specific 

behaviour because someone else did the same in similar situation. Thereby psychology is not 

only the source of conflict resolving asymmetry and ambiguity but also a distributor of tools 

for psychological manipulation what further creates new planes for conflicts. 

 

On the other hand, there are some mistakes made by economists, who treat individuals as 

figures when analysing their behaviour and this what hinders quantification process is 

eliminated. Economists therefore are creating their theories by describing or explaining 

something but this is not the element of reality but its far idealised model. Recommendations 

of economists can reach a form of such solutions that are conflicted with wide accepted social 

norms what leads to erosion of systems of norms and values in the society. This leads to 

decrease the level of trust among the individuals constituting the society, where each 

individual considers more and more scenarios of action and take into account so many means 

when pursuing their individually defined goals, what truly and rightly can induce feelings of 

being in danger experienced by others what leads to general distrust in macro scale. 

 

 

Intellectual origin of Gary Becker 

 

Scientific identity and achievements of G. Becker can be classified as of the Chicago school 

of economics. To the theoretical foundations of this school can be count ideas of neoclassical 

economics that accentuate the role of the market as the mechanism of effective allocation of 

goods and the criticism of the government interference in the state economy. These ideas and 

criticism for political and not economic solutions were strongly emphasised in his work, 

where universal idea of the market, effectiveness of allocation, usefulness of cost-benefit and 

marginal analysis constituted the basis for his approach which transmitted itself onto 
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recommendations concerning limiting the role of government to the guard of idea of the 

market and marketizing and economizing areas so far regarded in terms of social and 

normative categories such as reproductiveness, discrimination or crime. Becker in his 

analyses made three general assumptions concerning (1) maximising behaviour of individuals, 

coexistence of many widespread types and forms of markets and (3) stability of preferences5. 

 

Although the Becker’s analyses and ideas have been saturated with neoclassical ideas the 

interdisciplinary interests located on the junction of research fields of among others 

economics and psychology shaped his sensitivity to real causes for human behaviour 

significantly exceeding this what for long time has been taken into account in orthodox 

neoclassical economics based on the synthesis of views of Alfred Marshall. Becker wrote that 

he “tried to pry economists away from narrow assumptions about self-interest. Behavior is 

driven by a much richer set of values and preferences” 6. The rich account of intellectual 

achievements and his comprehensive, rational approach has met with recognition and the 

highest form of that was the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 1992. 

 

Becker’s approach was called the economic theory of human behavior. This general term 

describes the whole account of perspectives and methods introduced by Gary Becker where 

the method, assumptions and scientific identity of the author is common for all variations of 

his analyses creating the whole bundle of theories referring to these phenomena and ideas that 

Becker has researched and interpreted in terms of his approach. 

 

 

Economic Theory of Social Interactions 

 

In 1974 Becker published article entitled A Theory of Social Interactions devoted some widen 

perspective of microeconomic issues. From the first pages one can see far gone abstract 

reflections in comparison to analyses that can be found on the ground of anthropology or 

sociology. The more striking observation is that there is no psychological context. Instead 

there are typical economic notions and terms such as income or price applied to completely 

                                                 
5 See: H. Hagemejer, Przedmowa do wydania polskiego [Introduction to the Polish issue], In: G. Becker, 
Ekonomiczna teoria zachowań ludzkich [The Economic Theory of Human Behavior], Państwowe Wydawnictwo 
Naukowe, Warszawa 1990, p. 8. 
6 G. S. Becker, Nobel Lecture: The Economic Way of Looking at Behavior, “The Journal of Political Economy”, 
1975, Vol. 101, No. 3, p. 385. 
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new problems and situations. The keynote of this article was emphasised with the statement 

that “the central concept of the analysis is "social income, " the sum of persons's own income 

(his earnings, etc.) and the monetary value to him of the relevant characteristics of others, 

which I call his social environment” 7. Taking such definition of social income the “price” of 

social environment can be considered as well as many types of transfers being done in this 

environment what can be translated in monetary terms into the notion of how “valuable” is 

this environment8. 

 

Family is undoubtedly regarded as the fundamental cell of social life, so it doesn’t make 

concerns that the main object of interest of Becker’s analysis was household what in the 

broader economic categories of Becker’s approach meant exactly the family9. Further in the 

article the formal model was introduced with utility function of household and function of 

production which was widened with a few new categories like education, experience or 

“environmental variables” – what states the way the needs are satisfied10. Likewise in 

classical analyses the budget constraint was introduced and by the general assumption of 

maximising character of behaviour – in this case – maximising the function of production of 

utility this constitutes the equilibrium condition given by following formula11: 
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Taking into account that individuals spend their income limited by the budget constraint given 

on the right side of equation, for “personal” goods and features of others, it can be stated that 

there is exchange relation between expenditures related with symbol x and expenditures 

related with symbol R12. As the result of making considerations highly precise and scientific 

and formulating the equilibrium condition the analysis with indifference curves was 

introduced and regarded income and price effects as well as possible applications of the 

analysis13. Among applications the start point is the family but during the abstract 

considerations and formulation of distant conclusions of the basic theoretical model several 

                                                 
7 G. S. Becker, A Theory of Social Interactions, “The Journal of Political Economy”, 1974, Vol. 82, No. 6, p. 
1090. 
8 See: G. S. Becker, Ekonomiczna teoria zachowań ludzkich [Economic Theory of Human Behavior], 
Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1990, p. 436-437. 
9 See: ibidem, p. 437. 
10 See: ibidem, p. 440-441. 
11 G. S. Becker, op. cit., p. 443. 
12 See: ibidem, p. 440-443. 
13 See: ibidem, p. 443-541. 
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phenomena were examined such as philanthropy, expenditures on prestige goods in the 

context of numerous interactions or the possibilities of occurrence of manifestations of 

jealousy and hatred14. Reading of this article can be an incentive to considerations about how 

economics can better reflect the reality. Many scientific disputes in economic sciences lead to 

the conclusion that the main problems are assumptions. Becker gives another recipe for 

making economics more adequate tool for analysis of the social reality. Following this 

original track we don’t need to eliminate any economic assumptions but are still able to 

extend the focus of analysis when finding economic analogies and relations in areas not 

primarily reserved for economic analysis. Then a new information dimension reveals itself. 

 

This new dimension introduces social and psychological factor in another way than those 

which stems from scientific considerations based on conclusions from the major historical 

economic theory disputes. To the break concerning “depressurisation“ of the boundaries 

between disciplines, those disputes based on philosophy of sciences methodological models, 

accented the role of assumptions and necessity of changing them when conclusions are 

expected to be more objective and real and to widen their scope of their legitimacy and 

adequacy – especially when model systematization is taken into account. However when 

keeping the assumptions unchanged but moving the focus of the analysis toward new 

perspective or field a new quality can be achieved because one common element is kept and 

some comparability of analyses is preserved in such situation when only the object of analysis 

is different but method  is the same. Thereby the generality of neoclassical models can be 

tested as well. In effect a new tool for analysis of new area is created where effectiveness of 

that method and related techniques base on making use of abstraction where in process of 

discovering new phenomena so far dominated empirical approach. In addition the success of 

marginal analysis on the ground of economics is hard to question what makes many 

objections groundless – especially those concerning initiating such attempts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 See: ibidem, p. 452-474. 
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Economic Theory of Political Behavior 

 

In 1983 Gary Becker formulated original theory concerning competition between pressure 

groups intending to gain political influence15. According to this theory, true political choices 

determined by individual and collective efforts to secure own interests are analysed16. One 

interesting assumption within this theory is that the particularly role of the politicians is little 

because the most important is whose interests they are representing when transmitting 

“pressure of active groups”17 thereby their activity is shaped and directed by these groups. 

Another assumption is that individual interests are subject to natural aggregation according to 

their demographical characteristics, socioeconomic status and geographical factors and serve 

the whole this way delimited group18. The effect of such competition can be an equilibrium in 

the structure of taxes, subsidies and political support19. 

 

In comparison with the theory of social interactions where microeconomic analysis with 

marginal effects was introduced the analysis of political phenomena relates to neoclassical 

macroeconomic concepts. In the analysis of this type factors having influence on 

macroeconomic variables, on the basis of preliminary assumptions, are of aggregated type. 

Likewise in former analysis of social interactions – equilibrium conditions are derived – this 

time for taxes, subsidies and so called deadweight costs20. After that with use of marginal 

analysis and comparative statics the theoretical phenomenon of competition between pressure 

groups is examined21. The main postulate of this theory can be expressed with statement that 

“a group that becomes more efficient at producing political pressure would be able to reduce 

its taxes or raise its subsidy”22. Another definitions of effectiveness of pressure group were 

considered but the more accented was notion of relative effectiveness (effectiveness of one 

pressure group in relation to others), than absolute effectiveness e.g. ability to limit “free rider 

                                                 
15 G. S. Becker, A Theory of Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political Influence, “The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics”, 1983, Vol. 98, No. 3, pp. 371-400. 
16 See: G. S. Becker, op. cit., 1983, p. 371. 
17 Ibidem, p. 372. 
18 See: ibidem, p. 372. 
19 See: ibidem, p. 372. 
20 “The extent to which the direct impact of an increase or reduction in tax (or subsidies) is lessened by its 
indirect effect”. Source: lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=deadweight-cost (09.12.2013). 
21 See: G. S. Becker, op. cit., 1983, p. 376-381. 
22 Ibidem, p. 380. 
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problem” 23. After that the analysis was expanded in order to take into account deadweight 

costs and problem of governmental redistributions of goods24. 

 

Taking into account the last two mentioned factors the phenomenon of “status quo tyranny” 

was justified. The explanation of this regularity can be summarized in statement that:  

“political sector would not interfere much with the private distribution of income even when 

groups benefiting from interference are better organized politically than groups harmed, as 

long as they are not much better organized” 25. Interesting conclusion is also that the described 

competition among pressure groups supports effective methods of taxation26. Furthermore the 

analysis was extended to greater number of groups27. The very important general conclusion 

of the article and analysis provided by G. Becker is that the fact of competition among 

pressure groups itself stimulates the need for redistribution. Although politicians in this 

process are treated only as agents of particular pressure groups28. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Trying to summarize perspective on human behaviour in the social and political context 

provided by Gary Becker’s concepts it is worth to emphasise that this approach is highly 

original and adding a new information value for representatives of economics as well as 

agents and proponents of other disciplines. The good point of such approach is deep 

theoretical embedement in long-lasting tradition of neoclassical economics delivering rich set 

of analytical tools. These tools are reflecting proven set of ideas lying at the basis of these 

tools. Another benefit that arise from such approach is the precision. 

 

Becker’s approach put emphasis on the direct role of competition during rational decision-

making but the latent assumption may be that in great social processes the conflict is 

embedded. On the sociological basis these theories relate to sociobiology of E. O. Wilson 

whose beliefs in comparison with humanist’s perspective concerning the development of 

                                                 
23 See: ibidem, p. 380. 
24 See: ibidem, p. 381-388. 
25 Ibidem, p. 382. 
26 See: ibidem, p. 386. 
27 See: ibidem, p. 388-394. 
28 See: ibidem, p. 396. 
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societies and multifactor systems organizing social life treated as stage of evolution process29 

have been rather superficial. Although on the ground of e.g. evolutionary psychology the 

great synthesis about human nature was made with the best example of it of Steven Pinker’s 

Blank Slate30 , on the threshold of the second decade of XXI century can be expected another 

great synthesis of contemporary philosophy and humanist reflection including knowledge 

from natural sciences and using modern techniques of research and analysing such as artificial 

intelligence rather than maybe ploughing through or be going down blind alley of explaining 

human nature using only genetics and theory of evolution. 

 

The modern science of complex systems analyse nonlinear phenomena and problem of 

emergence that are recognized as leading to new qualities in complex systems developing into 

more complex forms. The social system determined by culture especially in modern 

multivalent, ambiguous and pluralistic societies unveils features of maybe the most emergent 

superstructure rising all that is constituted by biology. It is possible that new scientific defence 

of culture and its influence on human life and its complexity will prove that cultural 

phenomena will be no longer perceived as irrelevant and redundant as it appeared to be taking 

into account sociobiological or evolutionary perspective. Thereby oversimplification of social 

problems can be the main objection toward the theories of Gary Becker who designed his 

theories in the age of dominating tendencies in the world of overly fascination of cybernetics 

and social engineering ideas cultivated in imitation of technical engineering likewise. 

 

Taking into account problems mentioned at the beginning of the article that occurs on the 

junction of different disciplines of social sciences like psychology and economics it can be 

stated that the future direction of development involves all that arise on this junction what 

may withdraw attention from the mania of quantification of reality with making use of the 

mathematical analysis. In the meantime the era of excessive fascination with stochastic 

processes in economic analysis can be expected – to the extent of the fascination of marginal 

analysis or some modern variations of phenomenological analysis in modern scientific form 

of the analysis of multi-agent systems will be developed but all of these prognoses can brining 

back memories of totalitarian sentiments of the ability to control societies to the extent to 

which possible is the management of nature. 

 

                                                 
29 See: E. O. Wilson, Sociobiology: The New Synthesis, Harvard University Press, Boston 1975. 
30 See: S. Pinker, The Blank Slate: The Modern Denial of Human Nature, Penguin Press Science, 2002. 
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It seems also that psychology imperialism in relation to economic imperialism with the focus 

on outcome and effectiveness can be a counterbalance that introduce some ambiguity to the 

game and completely new point of view on distortions of information which occur as well as 

the effect of irrationality embedded in human nature as well as intentionally created 

information asymmetry which for individuals can serve as the source of at least temporary 

sense of security and stability. Moreover, on the one hand, individuals having unprecedented 

so far access to information and on the other hand ability to skilled self-presentation and 

influencing other people, can secure themselves from social mechanisms of the total 

character, to which serve to the similar extent economics and psychology. 

 

It can be assumed as well that the way economic knowledge serves as a tool for decision-

makers (managers, governors, policy-makers and politicians) on different levels of 

aggregation, the psychological knowledge can be recognized as a tool of similar purpose to 

impact on different scale. Hence, the existence of these two opposing imperialisms – 

economism and psychologism can serve as unprecedented source of dialogue and formation 

of new planes for functioning of individuals but it cannot be excluded that such dialogue can 

turn itself into a conflict – say value conflict. It can occur if only because of the fact that 

extreme forms of economic approach can be for psychologists the indicators of calculative 

type of psychopathy and for commonwealth oriented macroeconomists some affection of 

psychologists can be a hallmark of danger inclinations toward forming individuals according 

to norms projected in advance whereas the true source of wealth can be diversity and the 

division of labour bound with the process of specialization.  

 

It has to be emphasised that both the contemporary economics as well as modern empirical 

psychology to the great extent share pragmatic ideas. On the one hand, economics strongly 

towers over neoclassical assumptions having pragmatic roots and governmental interventions 

should have rational premises. On the other hand, in psychology pragmatism manifests itself 

in modest declared goals of this discipline, where simple strive for individual happiness 

outweighs the analysis of human behaviour in the context of far-reaching social and ethical 

consequences. This fundamental limitations apparently protecting from idealistic-moralistic 

impulses and creating totalitarian utopian ideas favour the tendency that psychological 

knowledge created on a large scale contributes to individual achievements in having 

unproductive advantages over other people thereby such advantages that doesn’t satisfy 
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interests of other people because as the result of that advantage nothing is being created in 

fact. 

 

The existence of such unproductive advantages from social perspective can contribute to 

social anomy – from sociological and ethical point of view and ineffective allocation of 

capital and information from economic perspective because capital and information is not 

allocated to the most enterprising individuals but to those who are the most competent in 

making use of psychological knowledge when achieving their objectives. 

 

Psychology trying to avoid idealistic-moralistic belief and tendencies related to many types of 

socialist utopias can slide into anomy because doesn’t respect what in other disciplines of 

social sciences and in ethics is regarded as important so collective well-being. For economists 

instead the rejection of socialist ideas doesn’t mean the rejection of social order in general but 

advanced scepticism towards overambition in relation to organizing the collective life. 

 

Psychologists when analysing individual on the social background create many paradoxes, 

because on the one hand the individual freedom is emphasised but many catalogues listing 

many types of mental illness are created in cooperation with doctors of medicine. If it can be 

accepted or recognized that criteria and norms create society, it is hard to understand how to 

reconcile contradiction between the defence of freedom as a rule with the defence of equality 

when propagating etiquettes and stereotypes serving as social “muzzle” for extreme individual 

behaviour which hinders life of other individuals what in turn by the mechanism of social 

exclusion inflict suffering on them and bring social stigma. 

 

It is hard to decide if psychologists are really interested only in the well-being of their clients 

and progress in psychological science because they generally disregard social perspective or 

unintentionally or in secret serve the society propagating in many ways the leftist beliefs and 

ideas but stigmatizing one stereotypes they create another new stereotypes instead31. 

 

It forces to question if in fact some altruistic motives, intentions and impulses will be 

translated into common well-being or people will be deluded with empty promises what can 

                                                 
31 Human mind way of the best and normal functioning is economy of thinking what means the tendency to 
oversimplification of the reality so stereotypes will be always present in minds. The question will be only what 
stereotypes will be acquired, possessed and shared. 
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create a fundament for another dangerous utopian ideas or collective unrealistic demands 

which will promptly gain eager radical supporters and proponents especially during social 

crises and political or social unrest. Against the accomplishment of such hidden ideological 

motives should protect another social science – e.g. economics which can more objectively 

look at visions and fears of psychologists who can be slaves of their own perspective because 

of limitations that they impose on themselves caused by beliefs they share. 

 

But it is worth of searching in psychology some rescue for economists when they too 

intensively tend to realize one ideology or one total vision – showing that everyone who want 

to give the grater community beneficial rules for its participants, he or she should very 

precisely learn this group but remember that the process of learning and knowledge acquiring 

never ends because individuals are learning too and becoming more complex, thereby rules 

offered by economists should be subject to process of constant gradual evolution in 

coordination with popular preferences and beliefs that develop. 


